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DELIVERING AND 
FACILITATING EFFECTIVE 
PRESENTATIONS
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I have been giving presentations for most of my career and have battled presentation anxiety throughout.  At times it has been more intense than other times, particularly presenting to very large crows or presenting to executives or in a high stake situation.  These audiences have intensified it but I experience it to varying degrees at most presentations.  So, I will be sharing my own personal experience with managing presentation anxiety as well as some of the research on it.  Logistics slide to establish conventionsStory in Paris
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Then I will take your questions at the end.



LEARNING OBJECTIVESPresentation Anxiety
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You probably know 73% of the population experiences anxiety about public speaking but you may not know that it is called glossophobia ahead of death, spiders or heightsSlido:How many of you have experienced presentation anxiety?Identify a fear you have overcome in your lifeHow did you overcome it?Usually confronting it or using techniques to manage it.



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Managing Presentation Anxiety

Breathe

Prepare

Practice

Visualize 

Accept
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ANXIETY:  Nervousness is normal. In fact, it is good. It is a release of adrenaline that we need to learn how to channel. Breathing helps us channel our fear.  Scattered energy versus centered energy.  Preparation:  a big percentage of the anxiety we feel before a presentation comes from a lack of preparation.  I am a big believer that you can’t practice too much.  The goal is to rehearse enough that you get so comfortable with your material that you can speak fluidly and feel relaxed. Winston Churchill is often considered to be the best speaker of the 20th Century.  He received the Nobel Prize largely for the caliber of his written World War II speeches. He was always well prepared.  In planning his major presentation, he on average developed 42 drafts. When you are prepared you are not worried about WHAT you are going to say but can focus on HOW you are going to say it.  Practice: Practice delivering  your presentation. This builds confidence and helps you eliminate unconstructive habits like “Um”  Rehearse, using the technology and an audience if possible. Get their feedback. Write, say it, repeat it. Practice the transitions between slides, between presenters. Can you watch the recording? Most laptops have the ability to record. Visualize: Fear/negative thoughts.  Visualizing success remaps your brainAccept:  The goal isn’t perfection.  MLK made several mistakes in his I Have a Dream speech but people don’t remember the mistakes. They remember the passion, the vision, and the authenticity of his speech.  Be yourself. Most important.  



LEARNING OBJECTIVESVirtual Presentations
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We’ve been doing these virtual presentations for over a year now so I am sure you have noticed some of the differences.Background:  Consider your background. Eliminate distractions, use a standard background/template if necessaryWebcam: make sure your camera is at the right angle, at eye level, not looking up or down at youLighting: make sure you are not in the shadows—in front of a window is good but not having a window behind you.  If you have poor lighting or doing evening meetings, I recommend a LED ring light. Someone bought me one for $25 and it’s perfect.Tone:  Your tone is your most important asset for virtual presentations.  There is less to engage people than in person where people can look at your body language like hand gestures, movement etc.  Now all you have is your facial gestures and tone.  Have to vary it, be enthusiastic, even dramatic.  Protocols: Virtual meetings/presentations are still relatively new for some people.  Remind people of the protocols: mute/unmute, raise hand/put questions in chat, show video/don’t show video etc.  Consider a logistics slide at the beginning.  Post a slide with protocols that people can review as they log in.  During this presentation, make sure you have a good internet connection, keep yourself on mute, ask questions through x.y.z, technical issues..Engagement Tools: The ways we engage the audience is different in a virtual presentation/meeting,  another slide.Silence: Don’t be afraid of silence, need to give people space to respond, type in chat, find their hand in order to raise it etc. plus it helps people process all the information you are providingAudio:  Test your audio, see if microphones enhance it or notTalking Points:  Most speakers use talking points/notes.  Where are you going to put them. If you put them on a second screen you will be looking away a lot.  Find a way to put them in front of you.



LEARNING OBJECTIVESAudience Expectations

• Customized

• Credibility

• Significance

• Connection
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Customized:  Always think about your audience.  Who are they? What do they know already? What do they want to know? Do they have any special interest in my topic?  The more you can customize it to them, the better.Credibility:  Establish your credibility.  You can do this with an introduction, your knowledge, or your commitment Significance:  Make sure you explain why your topics is important.  Don’t’ assume people know that already.Connection:  Establish some rapport/connection with the audience.  This builds trust.   There are different ways to do that, sharing about yourself, telling a story, sharing something you know about the audience, getting them engaged.



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Engage Your Audience

• Chat Box
• Polls
• Cameras
• Q&A

• Raised hands/gestures
• Stories
• Anecdotes
• Quotes
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Imagine your audience even if you can’t see them. Assume your audience’s attention will be pulled in multiple directions (phones, kids, pets etc)—find ways to continually pull them back to you.  Every 7-8 minutes, find a way to pull people back in, like switching presenters, conducting a poll etc. Skip this part…..Virtual engagement and feedback. There are different ways your audience may be able to participate virtually. Pay attention to the messages participants give youCheck for Understanding by asking the audience questionsRead verbals and non verbals from the audience; Studies show that people pay more attention to storiesMake content dynamic with animation—engages and minimizes information overload all at once



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Start and End Strong

• Connect

• Surprise 

• Question

• Engage 

• Visuals

• Inspire 

• Challenge

• Quote
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Beginning and ending strong is a great way to book-end your presentation.  Capture their attention with your intro/Closing—most of these techniques can work at the beginning or the endConnect:   Personal intro (the human brain loves a good story or personal connection),  Tell your audience who you are and why this topic matters. Start telling a story at the beginning…..pause….then tell the rest later. Picture this…..think of this….Some people like to connect with humor.   Almost every time I teach I try to think of a joke or something funny but I usually decide against it. Why? Because it’s not me.  The most important advice I can probably give you is to be yourself.  Be authentic.  If you are nervous and want to tell people that, it’s fine, because it is you and people always appreciate authenticity. It is how we connect as human beings  Surprise: Share a thought-provoking fact or ask a rhetorical question.  Sharing surprising data or stats about the importance of your topic (Re-districting happens once every 10 years).Question:   Can be a specific question with answer, or a rhetorical questions.  This gets audience participationEngage: Start with an icebreaker, poll or activity. Visual: Start or end with a visual that makes an impression.  One single picture can speak 1,000 words.Inspire:   Start with a problem then tell them the solution later, or ask them to give their solutions later. Challenge: Challenge or inspire people to get involved.  What is the key take-away.  What is the call to action?Quote: End with a quote



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Presentation Pitfalls

• Timing

• Technology

• Audience

• Approach

• Jargon
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Timing:  When you have a certain amount of time for a presentation, you have to make sure your presentation fits in that time period.   People are not very forgiving when you go over or when you don’t cover some of the slides.   Technology:   Be familiar with the technology---even though you may be a subject matter expert and not a technical expert, you don’t want the technology or your lack of familiarity with the technology to interfere with your content or delivery.  Prior to the training, Do tech checks with each other. Check the technology, audio, lighting etc.  Internet connection. Check the framing of the presenter. Is it just their head or is it a better frame.  Connect an ethernet cable or get closer to the router.  Have a good microphone etc.  Don’t’ change anything for the presentation. On the day of the training log in early so you can relax and connect with your audience.  Audience:  not knowing your audience, ignoring your audience or a difficult audience member.   Approach: Being monotone or reading the slidesJargon: Don’t use jargon/acronyms etc. This can alienate people who aren’t familiar with the acronyms.Most of these pitfalls can be avoided with preparation and thinking of potential pitfalls and having contingency plans.  What if one of the presenters loses the internet connection, what’s our plan?



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Responding to Questions

• Protocol

• Anticipate 

• Scope

• Listen

• Understand Context

• Be Concise

• Don’t Answer if you Don’t 
Know
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Protocol: Let people know what the protocol is for asking questions Anticipate the questions---FAQs/Add and modify as you go along/share your learnings.Scope:  Stick to your scope. If people ask questions outside of the scope, let people know that’s outside the scope but where they can get that information if you know.Listen to the whole question, pause and think about the best way to answer. Don’t interrupt or jump in before people finish.Understand context.  If you didn’t understand, ask them to clarify or re-state their question. Are they trying to make a point with their question or just asking a question.  Be Concise; Stick to answering the question.  Don’t answer if you don’t know:  It is OK to say I don’t know the answer to that, defer to another commissioner, staff or tell people you will follow-up and get the answer for them.It’s always nice to ask, “Did I answer your question?”Notes: There are limits on commissioners answering questions.  You can answer general information about the process, timing or how they can reach you.  However, public testimony needs to be captured.  Counsel is the best source of guidance on this.  Need to direct people to the official meetings.  



FIN
Final Thought
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Work with your strengths, don’t try to be someone else.  Many presentation styles are effective.Be who you are, be authentic and follow some of these principles.   



Q&A
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Happy to answer any questions you may have.
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